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(54) Redundant information processing system

(57) An information processing system (100) of high
reliability is provided. An information processing unit
(110) has a plurality of modules (120, 130) for process-
ing input data in accordance with a predetermined pro-
gram. A final output circuit (150) outputs a final result of

the system in accordance with information supplied from
the plurality of modules. In order to inspect the final out-
put circuit, a data output circuit (2i) of each module is
provided with a register (OUTall) for delivering write data
common for all modules and a register (OUTi) for deliv-
ering write data specific only to a particular module.
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Description

BACKROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to an information
processing system of high reliability and safety, and
more particularly to an output circuit, an external circuit,
and a man-machine interface circuit of the information
processing system.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Transport facilities such as air planes and au-
tomobiles are required to be controlled sophisticatedly
in order to improve (fuel) efficiency and safety and to
speed up. Controllers used for these transport facilities
are changing to the form of electronics. In order to im-
prove the efficiency and safety, an information process-
ing system is strongly desired to ensure reliability and
fail safe (not delivering a danger side output upon failure
occurrence).
[0003] First, in order to improve the reliability of an in-
formation processing system, a method of incorporating
redundant constituent elements (modules) into the sys-
tem has been widely used. With this method, it is essen-
tial to use a final output circuit for selecting a normal
output from outputs of redundant modules. A majority
decision circuit, a selector circuit and the like have been
used as the final output circuit.
[0004] In the case of a logical OR circuit used as the
final output circuit, if a danger side output is set to a val-
ue representative of truth (generally H in binary logic)
and a safety side output is set to a value representative
of false (generally L in binary logic), a system delivers
a danger side output only when all redundant modules
deliver the danger side outputs. Therefore, unless all the
redundant modules erroneously deliver the danger side
output, the system will not deliver an erroneous danger
side output and fail safe can be ensured. In particular,
if the danger side output is represented by an alternating
signal and the safety side output is represented by an-
other signal, fail safe can be improved considerably.
[0005] Whether or not the system can select a normal
output depends on the operation of a final output circuit.
Therefore, the reliability of this final output circuit chang-
es the reliability of the whole system. In order to improve
the reliability of the system, it is therefore important to
ensure the reliability of the final output circuit.
[0006] In order to ensure the reliability of the final out-
put circuit on which the reliability and safety of the sys-
tem depend, a normal operation of the final output circuit
has been checked by inputting a test pattern to the cir-
cuit, or the final output circuit has been configured to be
fail safe.
[0007] A fail safe logical AND circuit is configured by
a plurality of D-flip-flops with an alternating signal being
input to each clock terminal. This logical AND circuit has
a considerably small number of danger side failures so

that it has been used widely.
[0008] Of the above-described conventional tech-
niques, the method of inputting a test pattern to a final
output circuit can be performed easily to check the nor-
mal operation of the circuit, if the system has redundant
modules operating synchronously. This method is re-
quired, however, to take further considerations, if the
system has redundant modules operating synchronous-
ly.
[0009] In a system with redundant modules operating
synchronously, the redundant modules are required to
synchronously perform the same operation in order to
retain synchronization. Therefore, the redundant mod-
ules always deliver the same output to the final output
circuit. The inherent function to the final output circuit is
to select a normal output through majority decision or
the like, even if there is incoincidence between outputs
of the redundant modules. Accordingly, if the redundant
modules always deliver the same output, the inherent
function to the final output circuit cannot be tested suf-
ficiently.
[0010] Even if the instruction execution portion only
for output is operated differently at each module and the
other instruction execution portion is operated in the
same manner at all modules, the number of steps of a
branch instruction used for this purpose becomes differ-
ent. As a result, synchronization between modules is
disturbed. If a method of comparing bus signals of re-
dundant modules is used, the instruction execution por-
tion for output is different at each module so that inco-
incidence occurs and a normal operation is impossible.
[0011] Second, it is an essential factor for high relia-
bility of a system to improve the reliability of an interface
circuit for inputting information from an external equip-
ment. As such an interface circuit, a switch or a relay is
often used. A contact resistance of such a switch or relay
depends on current flowing therethrough. If current is
small, the contact resistance is large. Therefore, if cur-
rent flowing through a terminating resistor is small, the
contact resistance of an input switch increases which
may cause defective contact. In the application field re-
quiring high reliability, it is necessary to set current flow-
ing through a switch to a predetermined value or large
in order not to make defective contact. From this reason,
current flowing through the switch is directed to a termi-
nating resistor.
[0012] The above-described conventional techniques
are very excellent in preventing a system from perform-
ing a danger side operation to be caused by a stuck-at-
0 or stuck-at-1 failure which occupies most of failures of
an interface circuit. However, since a pulse generator or
the like is required, the system becomes complicated
and expensive. In addition, the failure rate of the whole
system rises and the usability of the system lowers.
[0013] Third, it is also an essential factor for high re-
liability of a system to improve the reliability of an inter-
face circuit for manually inputting information to the sys-
tem. As means for manually inputting information, a mo-
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mentary switch is widely used. The momentary switch
is a switch which changes its open/close status only
when it is operated upon, i.e., a switch without a me-
chanical lock mechanism and a so-called push-button
switch.
[0014] Depending upon an application field of a sys-
tem, a malfunction or erroneous manipulation of the sys-
tem may result in a severe danger. In such an applica-
tion field, it is necessary to provide a proper counter-
measure for making the system not perform a danger-
ous operation upon occurrence of an erroneous manip-
ulation of a momentary switch or a malfunction of a mo-
mentary switch interface circuit.
[0015] In order to prevent erroneous manipulation of
an input switch or the like, a pulse signal has been used
to indicate safety state, as described in "Fault Tolerant
Computing", edited by Masao KOHDEN, MARUZEN
Advanced Technology <Electronics, Information, Com-
munications Edition> MARUZEN, (1989), p. 217, Figs.
8 - 13. If a stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1 failure occurs at the
interface circuit, a pulse train is not obtained and so it is
judged that the system is in a danger state, and a safety
side operation is performed to avoid any danger.
[0016] Power consumption and heat generation of a
terminating resistor of a conventional input circuit are
required to be taken into further consideration. Reduc-
tion of power consumption and heat generation of a ter-
minating resistor also reduce a physical size of the ter-
minating resistor and making the circuit compact. Ac-
cording to conventional techniques, however, current of
a certain value or larger is flowed through a terminating
resistor in order not to generate defective contact. There
is therefore a limit in reducing power consumption and
heat generation of the terminating resistor.
[0017] Apart from the above, developments of micro-
electronics technology have allowed to integrally form a
large scale logic circuit such as a processor and a large
capacity memory such as a ferroelectric memory, both
on a single silicon chip. Such semiconductor elements
are called a logic mix-mount LSI and described, for ex-
ample, in JP-A-7-295547. In this document, high per-
formance and compactness are realized by incorporat-
ing logic mix-mounting technology. Since a logic mix-
mount LSI is fabricated by using a very fine rule, wiring
patterns and cells in LSI may be degraded with time or
the contents of a flip-flop may be inverted by external
disturbance such as external noises and a rays. Differ-
ent from an SRAM, a DRAM formed on a chip has a very
large change in current flowing therethrough during the
operation, and generates a large peak current. This
peak current and di/dt generate large power source
noises. This peak current is generated when a bit line is
amplified so that noises are also generated in the silicon
substrate through capacitance coupling of the bit line
and silicon substrate. A refresh operation itself essential
to DRAM is a bit line amplifying operation, and therefore
noises same as in an access cycle are generated. As
above, if DRAM is mixedly mounted, noises are likely to

be generated, although a large memory capacity can be
realized. Therefore, errors of calculated data may occur
and the reliability of data is lowered. This becomes a
critical problem when a logic mix-mount LSI is used with
a system requiring high reliability such as industrial
equipments.
[0018] A general approach to solving the above prob-
lem is to configure a multi-system by using a plurality of
logic mix-mount LSIs.
[0019] Another improved approach is to detect errors
of calculated data through comparison of outputs from
integrated two processors, as disclosed in JP-A-
2-244252, JP-A-7-171581, JP-A-7-234801, and JP-A-
8-16421.
[0020] With the approach of configuring a plurality of
logic mix-mount LSIs, however, the cost of a system in-
creases and the system becomes bulky, considerably
lowering the merits of logic mix-mount LSI.
[0021] With the approach of detecting errors of calcu-
lated data through comparison of outputs from two inte-
grated processors, however, concurrent errors to be
caused by common noises entered from a power source
or the like and other LSI manufacture problems are still
not taken into consideration.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0022] The present invention provides an information
processing system of high reliability.
[0023] It is a first object of the present invention to pro-
vide means for inspecting a final output circuit of a sys-
tem with redundant modules operating synchronously.
[0024] In order to achieve the first object of the inven-
tion, a data output circuit has a register for outputting
write data in common for all modules and a register for
outputting write data specific to only a corresponding
module and neglecting other modules.
[0025] Accordingly, if data is written in the register for
outputting write data in common for all modules, in an
normal operation, then the same output is delivered
from all redundant modules. If any one of the modules
has a failure and a normal output cannot be delivered,
the final output circuit selects the normal output to con-
tinue the normal operation. In testing the final output cir-
cuit, data is written in the register for outputting write
data specific to only a corresponding module and ne-
glecting other modules. It is therefore possible that only
the corresponding module among the redundant mod-
ules can deliver an output different from other modules,
and a test pattern of operation check can be input to the
final output circuit.
[0026] With a conventional technique in which a logi-
cal OR circuit is used as the final output circuit for re-
ceiving outputs from redundant modules, if a failure of
the logical OR circuit does not occur and all redundant
modules do not deliver a danger side output, then the
system will not deliver a danger side output. Therefore,
this technique is very excellent in realizing a fail safe
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system. With this conventional technique, however, it is
necessary to further consider normality of intermediate
processes not limiting only to the final process of deliv-
ering an output.
[0027] It is therefore a second object of the present
invention to provide a fail safe system capable of ensur-
ing normality of intermediate processes.
[0028] In order to achieve the second object of the in-
vention, a comparator performs a comparison check be-
tween internal signals of redundant modules, and if
there is a coincidence between the internal signals of
the redundant modules, it outputs a signal representa-
tive of truth, whereas if there is no coincidence, it outputs
a signal representative of false. An output signal of each
redundant module is a signal of a danger side output
representative of truth or a signal of a safety side output
representative of false. A final output is a logical AND of
an output from the comparator and outputs from the re-
dundant modules.
[0029] Accordingly, even if all redundant modules de-
liver the danger side output, the system will not deliver
the danger side output unless there is a coincidence be-
tween internal signals of the redundant modules, the in-
ternal signals indicating intermediate processes before
the final output is obtained.
Therefore, even if a danger side output is delivered be-
cause of successive errors in the redundant modules
during the intermediate calculations before the final out-
put is obtained, the system does not deliver the danger
side output because the output of the comparator is
made false by errors during the intermediate calcula-
tions. It is therefore possible to ensure normality of in-
termediate processes without limiting only to the final
output results.
[0030] A conventional logical AND circuit constituted
of a plurality of D-flip-flops with an alternating signal be-
ing applied to each clock terminal is called a fail safe
AND because it has a very small probability of generat-
ing a danger side failure. This AND circuit is also asso-
ciated with, however, a fail-out failure mode (danger
mode delivering a danger side output). There is only one
failure mode as this fail-out failure mode, in which a
clock terminal input of the last stage D-flip-flop among
D-flip-flops constituting the fail safe AND appears at a
Q output terminal.
[0031] It is therefore a third object of the present in-
vention to improve fail safe by eliminating a fail-out fail-
ure mode.
[0032] In order to achieve the third object of the inven-
tion, a logical AND circuit is constituted of a plurality of
D-flip-flops with an alternating signal being applied to
each clock terminal, and the frequency of a signal ap-
plied to the clock terminal of the last stage D-flip-flop is
set higher than the highest operating frequency of a cir-
cuit connected to the output side of the logical AND cir-
cuit.
[0033] Accordingly, even if a failure corresponding to
a conventional fail-out failure mode occurs in the logical

AND circuit constituted of D-flip-flops, the danger side
output is not delivered because the circuit connected to
the output side of the logical AND circuit does not oper-
ate relative to the frequency of the signal output upon
occurrence of the failure because the frequency is high-
er than the highest operating frequency of the circuit. It
is therefore possible to eliminate the fail-out failure
mode of the fail safe AND circuit.
[0034] In order to achieve the second and third ob-
jects of the invention by utilizing synergistic effects, the
system is configured as in the following.
[0035] The comparator performs a comparison check
between internal signals of redundant modules.
[0036] The comparator outputs an alternating signal
as a signal representing truth if there is a coincidence
between internal signals of the redundant modules, and
outputs a non-alternating signal representing false if
there is no coincidence.
[0037] An output signal of each redundant module is
a signal of a danger side output represented by truth, i.
e., an alternating signal, or a signal of a safety side out-
put represented by false, i.e., a non-alternating signal.
[0038] A logical AND circuit is constituted of a plurality
of D-flip-flops with an alternating signal being applied to
each clock terminal, an output of the comparator is ap-
plied to the clock terminal of the last stage D-flip-flop,
and the frequency of an output of the comparator is set
higher than the highest operating frequency of a circuit
connected to the output side of the logical AND circuit.
[0039] Accordingly, it is possible to ensure normality
of intermediate processes without limiting only to the fi-
nal output result, and in addition it is possible to elimi-
nate the fail-out failure mode of a fail safe AND circuit.
[0040] It is a fourth object of the present invention to
provide an information processing system with an inter-
face circuit for inputting information from an external
equipment, in which power consumption and heat gen-
eration of a terminating resistor at an input circuit of the
interface circuit can be reduced.
[0041] The fourth object can be achieved by inserting
a switching element in series with an input switch and a
terminating resistor, and closing the switching element
only when an input is sampled and opening it during the
other period.
[0042] It is a fifth object of the present invention to pro-
vide an information processing system with an input in-
terface circuit for manually inputting information, in
which a simple and safe momentary switch interface is
provided to lower the system cost and improve the sys-
tem usability.
[0043] The fifth object can be achieved in the following
manner. An interface connected to the switch generates
an output signal after it detects the first status of re-
leased switch, the second status of depressed switch
and the third status of released switch.
[0044] It is a six object of the present invention to pro-
vide an LSI of high reliability formed through logic mix-
mount technology, the LSI being suitable for an informa-
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tion processing system requiring reliability, in which a
function is provided which is suitable for controlling multi
logic mix-mount modules in a chip.
[0045] The six object can be achieved in the following
manner. A microcontroller has two memories for storing
instructions and data, two processors for executing an
instruction read from the memories, and a bus compa-
rator connected to the processors for comparing input/
output signals to and from the processors. The memo-
ries, processors and bus comparator are integrally
formed on the same semiconductor substrate.
[0046] In order to achieve the six object, in an alter-
nate form, a microcontroller has memories for storing
instructions and data, a plurality of processors for exe-
cuting an instruction read from the memories, and a ma-
jority decision circuit connected to the processors for se-
lecting one of the outputs of the processors through ma-
jority decision. The memories, processors and majority
decision circuit are integrated on the same semiconduc-
tor substrate.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0047]

Fig. 1 shows the overall structure of an information
processing system according the present invention.
Fig. 2 shows the structure of a generalized informa-
tion processing unit.
Fig. 3 shows the structure (register image) of a data
output circuit.
Fig. 4 shows the structure (register image) of a data
output circuit.
Fig. 5 shows the structure of a data output circuit.
Fig. 6 shows the structure (analog) of a data output
circuit.
Fig. 7 shows the structure of a final output circuit
using a majority decision circuit.
Fig. 8 shows the structure of a majority decision cir-
cuit.
Fig. 9 shows a truth table (normal) of a majority de-
cision circuit.
Fig. 10 shows a truth table (abnormal) of the major-
ity decision circuit.
Fig. 11 shows the structure of a final output circuit
using an AND circuit.
Fig. 12 shows a truth table (normal) of an AND cir-
cuit.
Fig. 13 shows a truth table (abnormal) of the AND
circuit.
Fig. 14 shows the structure of a final output circuit
using a fail safe AND circuit.
Fig. 15 illustrates an operation (normal) of the fail
safe AND circuit.
Fig. 16 shows the structure of a final output circuit
using a median selector circuit.
Fig. 17 shows the structure of a final output circuit
with a breaker switch connected to the output side

of the circuit.
Fig. 18 shows the structure of an information
processing unit with a comparator being provided
between modules.
Fig. 19 shows the structure of an information
processing unit with a comparator being provided
between modules.
Fig. 20 shows the structure of an AND circuit.
Fig. 21 shows the structure of a fail safe AND circuit.
Fig. 22 illustrates a normal operation of a fail safe
AND circuit.
Fig. 23 illustrates an abnormal operation of the fail
safe AND circuit.
Fig. 24 shows the characteristics of a filter circuit.
Fig. 25 illustrates a countermeasure for a failure of
a fail safe AND circuit.
Fig. 26 shows the structure of a fail safe AND circuit.
Fig. 27 shows the characteristics of a filter circuit.
Fig. 28 shows the structure of an information
processing unit.
Fig. 29 shows the structure of a fail safe AND circuit.
Fig. 30 shows the characteristics of an output driver
circuit.
Fig. 31 shows the structure of an input interface unit.
Fig. 32 shows the structure of an input interface unit.
Fig. 33 shows the structure of an input interface unit.
Fig. 34 shows the structure of an input interface unit.
Fig. 35 shows the structure of an input interface unit.
Fig. 36 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of an
input interface unit.
Fig. 37 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of an
input interface unit.
Fig. 38 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of an
input interface unit.
Fig. 39 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of an
input interface unit.
Fig. 40 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of an
input interface unit.
Fig. 41 illustrates the operation of an input interface
unit.
Fig. 42 illustrates the operation of an input interface
unit.
Fig. 43 illustrates the relationship between periph-
eral circuits of an input interface unit.
Fig. 44 shows the structure of an input interface.
Fig. 45 shows the structure of an input interface.
Fig. 46 illustrates the operation of a user interface
unit.
Fig. 47 shows the structure of a user interface unit.
Fig. 48 illustrates the status transition of a switch.
Fig. 49 illustrates a failure of a switch.
Fig. 50 illustrates the operation of another switch.
Fig. 51 illustrates a countermeasure for suppress-
ing chattering.
Fig. 52 shows the status transition of a switch.
Fig. 53 illustrates the operation of a switch with a
time-out monitor function.
Fig. 54 shows the status transition of a switch.
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Fig. 55 illustrates the operation of a switch with a
time-out monitor function.
Fig. 56 shows the status transition of a switch.
Fig. 57 shows the structure of a user interface unit.
Fig. 58 shows the structure of a user interface unit.
Fig. 59 shows the structure of a user interface unit.
Fig. 60 shows the structure of a user interface unit.
Fig. 61 illustrates the operation of a switch.
Fig. 62 illustrates how a switch is used.
Fig. 63 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of a
fail safe system.
Fig. 64 shows a layout of a chip.
Fig. 65 is a cross sectional view of the chip.
Fig. 66 shows the internal circuit of the chip.
Fig. 67 shows the structure of a bus comparator.
Fig. 68 shows the layout of a chip.
Fig. 69 shows the internal circuit of the chip.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0048] Embodiments of the invention will be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0049] Fig. 1 shows the overall structure of an infor-
mation processing system according to the present in-
vention. This information processing system is consti-
tuted of an input interface unit (input I/F) 170 for receiv-
ing information from external equipments, a user inter-
face unit (user I/F) 180 for a user to enter information,
and an information processing unit 110 for performing a
predetermined process such as processing control in-
formation of external equipments, in accordance with in-
formation input from the input interface unit 170 by ex-
ternal equipments.
[0050] The user interface unit 180 is constituted of a
panel unit 181 and a switch information processing unit
182. The panel unit 181 is provided with switches for a
user to input information, and with lamps for indicating
a depression of each switch by a user. The switch infor-
mation unit 182 detects a depression of each switch and
outputs necessary information.
[0051] The information processing unit 110 is consti-
tuted of modules 120 and 130, a synchronizing circuit
160, a comparator circuit (CMP) 140, and a final output
circuit 150. The information processing unit 110 trans-
fers information input from the input interface unit 170
by an external equipment to the two modules 120 and
130 at the same timing, the two modules 120 and 130
performing predetermined processes. The processed
results are input to the comparator circuit (CMP) 110 and
to the final output circuit 150 to determine a final output.
[0052] The two modules 120 and 130 are constituted
of CPUs 121 and 131, RAMs 122 and 132, interface cir-
cuits (I/Fs) 124 and 134, data input circuits (DIs) 125
and 135, and data output circuits (DOs) 126 and 136.
The two modules 120 and 130 perform the same oper-
ation. The operation of the module will be described tak-
ing as an example one module 120 among the two mod-

ules. Data supplied from an external equipment is input
via the data input circuit 125 to the module 120. The in-
put data is processed by CPU 121 in accordance with
the programs stored in ROM 125. The data processed
by CPU 121 is input via the data output circuit (DO) 126
to the final output circuit 150.
[0053] In this example, although two modules are
used, the number of modules may be increased.
[0054] The detailed description of the information
processing unit 110 shown in Fig. 1 will be later given
with reference to Fig. 18 and other drawings to follow.
In the following, inspecting the final output circuit 150 of
a generalized information processing unit 110 will be de-
scribed.
[0055] Fig. 2 shows the fundamental structure of a
generalized information processing unit 110. This infor-
mation processing unit 110 is constituted of a clock 2, a
plurality of modules 11 to 1n, and a final output circuit 4.
The modules 11 to 1n are provided with data output cir-
cuits 21 to 2n, respectively.
[0056] The modules 11 to In process data synchro-
nously with the clock 2, and output data via the data out-
put circuits 21 to 2n to the final output circuit 4. The mod-
ules 11 to 1n shown in Fig. 2 have the same structure
as the modules 120 and 130 shown in Fig. 1, and the
data output circuits 21 to 2n of the modules 11 to 1n
have the same structure as the data output circuits 126
and 136 shown in Fig. 1. The final output circuit 4 shown
in Fig. 2 has the same structure as the final output circuit
150 shown in Fig. 1. The clock 2 is used for synchro-
nously operating a plurality of modules 21 to 2n, and
performs the same function as the synchronizing circuit
160 shown in Fig. 1.
[0057] If any one of the redundant modules 11 to 1n
cannot generate a normal output because of failure, the
final output circuit 4 can select a normal output to con-
tinue the normal operation. Examples of the final output
circuit 4 for selecting a normal output are, as will be later
described, a majority decision circuit 41, an AND circuit
42, and a median selector circuit 43.
[0058] Fig. 3 shows the structure of a data output cir-
cuit 2i of a module 1i (where i is a module number), in
the form of address image. The data output circuit 2i has
registers OUTall, OUT1,..., OUTn. When data is written
in the register OUTall in which data is written common
by all modules 11 to 1n, or in the register OUTi in which
data is written only by the corresponding module 1i, the
data output circuit 2i delivers an output 3i corresponding
to the written data. For example, as shown in Fig. 4,
when data is written in the register OUTall or in the reg-
ister OUT1 of the first module 11, the data output circuit
21 delivers an output 31 corresponding to the written
data.
[0059] With the structure shown in Figs. 2 to 4, the
redundant modules 11 to In can synchronously execute
the same instruction and deliver different outputs 31 to
3n, so that a test pattern for operation confirmation can
be supplied to the final output circuit 4. For example, if
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the modules 11 to In write data into the resisters OUTi,
only the module 1i delivers an output 3i corresponding
to the written data. If the modules 11 to 1n write different
data into the registers OUT1 to OUTn, the modules 11
to 1n deliver different outputs 31 to 3n. In a normal op-
eration, the modules 11 to In write data into the registers
OUTall, and the modules 1i to In deliver outputs 31 to
3n corresponding to the written data.
[0060] Figs. 5 and 6 show the structure in block form
of the data output circuit 2i of the module 1i shown in
Fig. 6. An address decoder 2i-1 decodes a signal on an
address bus 1i-1 and outputs a signal to a logical OR
2i-2 only when the address corresponds to the register
OUTall or OUTi, so that the logical OR 2i-2 outputs "H".
A logical ANd 2i-3 is obtained between an output of the
logical OR 2i-2 and an R/W# signal, and a latch signal
2i-4 is set to "H" only when an write access is performed
and the address corresponds to the register OUTall or
OUTi. A signal on a data bus 1i-2 is latched by a latch
2i-5 in response to a latch signal 2i-5. In the structure
shown in Fig. 5, the data latched by the latch 2i-5 is di-
rectly delivered as an output 3i. In the structure shown
in Fig. 6, the data latched by the latch 2i-5 is converted
into an analog signal by a digital/analog converter 2i-6
and delivered as the output 3i. If the data output circuit
2i is of the type outputting a digital signal as shown in
Fig. 5, a majority decision circuit 41 or AND circuit 42 to
be described hereinunder is used as the final output cir-
cuit 4. If the data output circuit 2i is of the type outputting
an analog signal as shown in Fig. 6, a median selector
circuit 43 to be described hereinunder is used as the
final output circuit 4.
[0061] Fig. 7 shows a structure of a majority circuit 41
used as the final output circuit 4. The internal structure
of a three-input majority decision circuit 41 is shown in
Fig. 8, and the truth table during a normal operation
thereof is shown in Fig. 9. An example of the truth table,
when an output of a logical OR 411 constituting the ma-
jority decision circuit 41 has a 0 fixed failure (stuck-at-0
failure), is shown in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 10, in the
case of the 0 fixed failure of an output of the logical OR
411, an input/output relation different from the normal
operation is only the input pattern of Case 8. Therefore,
in order to detect this failure, it is sufficient if the redun-
dant modules 11 to 13 deliver the outputs 31 to 33 cor-
responding to the input pattern of Case 8. With the struc-
ture shown in Figs. 2 to 6, since the modules 11 to 13
can independently deliver desired outputs 31 to 33, they
can deliver outputs 31 to 33 of all patterns without being
limited only to Case 8. Accordingly, failures of all modes
of the majority decision circuit 41 can be detected, with-
out limiting only to the 0 fixed failure of the output of the
logical OR 411 given as an example above.
[0062] With conventional techniques not adopting this
invention, if the redundant modules 11 to 13 are all nor-
mal, the inputs of only Cases 1 and 2 of the truth table
shown in Fig. 9 are supplied in general. Therefore, a fail-
ure of the majority decision circuit 41 cannot be detected

and the failure remains latent. With such a latent failure,
a failure in any one of the redundant modules 11 to 13
cannot be remedied. For example, even if the 0 fixed
failure of an output of the logical OR 411 occurs, outputs
not different from the normal operation can be obtained
if all the redundant modules 11 to 13 are normal. How-
ever, if an output 33 of the module 13 only takes "L" in-
stead of a normal "H" because of some causes, the out-
put 3 of the majority decision circuit 41 also takes "L"
instead of "H", and a normal operation cannot be per-
formed.
[0063] Fig. 11 shows a structure of an AND circuit 42
used as the final output circuit 4. With this structure, out-
puts 31 and 32 of the redundant modules 11 and 12 are
supplied to the AND circuit 42 which delivers an output
3. In this case, the output 3 takes "H" only when both
the outputs 31 and 32 of the modules 11 and 12 take
"H". Namely, the output 3 takes "L" if one of the outputs
31 and 32 of the modules 11 and 12 takes "L". Accord-
ingly, if an L output is used as a safety side output, a fail
safe system can be realized.
[0064] A truth table of the AND circuit 42 in a normal
operation is shown in Fig. 12. A truth table during a fail-
ure when the output 32 is directly delivered as the output
3, is shown in Fig. 13. This failure mode results from a
short of inner wiring patterns of the AND circuit 42. This
failure can also be detected only when the input pattern
is Case 3 or 4. Therefore, in order to detect this failure,
it is sufficient if the redundant modules 11 and 12 deliver
the outputs 31 and 32 corresponding to the input pattern
of Case 3 or 4. With the structure shown in Figs. 2 to 6,
since the modules 11 and 12 can independently deliver
desired outputs 31 and 32, they can deliver outputs 31
and 32 of all patterns without being limited only to Case
3 or 4. Accordingly, failures of all modes of the AND cir-
cuit 42 can be detected, without being limited only to the
failure that the output 32 is directly delivered as the out-
put 3 given as an example above.
[0065] Fail safe can also be realized by using a circuit
made of flip-flops such as shown in Fig. 14, as the AND
circuit 42. As shown in Fig. 15, this circuit delivers an
alternating signal as the output 3 only when both the out-
puts 31 and 32 are alternating signals. Namely, if the
alternating signal is made true and the other signals are
made false, this circuit provides the operation same as
the logical AND. A possibility of erroneously outputting
an alternating signal because of a failure of this circuit
is very small so that this circuit is called a fail safe AND.
[0066] Fig. 16 shows an example of a median selector
circuit 43 as the final output circuit 4. The median selec-
tor circuit 43 selects and outputs a median of input an-
alog values. If all the modules 11 to In are normal, out-
puts 31 to 3n of the same value are delivered theoreti-
cally. Therefore, it is impossible to confirm that the me-
dian selector circuit 43 has a function of "selecting and
outputting a median of input analog values". In practice,
even if the digital values of the outputs 31 to 3n are
same, these digital values have a variation caused by
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conversion errors of digital analog converters, and the
median selector circuit 43 selects and outputs a median
of values with such a variation. It can be seemingly con-
firmed that the median selector circuit 43 has the func-
tion of "selecting and outputting a median of input ana-
log values". However, this variation is difficult to be dis-
criminated because of quantization errors of analog/dig-
ital converters which fed back the output 3. With the
above-described structure, any one of the outputs 31 to
3n can take a different value so that the above function
of the median selector circuit 43 can be realized.
[0067] Fig. 17 shows the structure of the final output
circuit 4 provided with a breaker switch 6 for breaking
the output 3 of the circuit 4. With this structure, if an ab-
normal state of the final output circuit is detected, the
breaker switch 6 is opened to shut the output and sup-
press an erroneous output.
[0068] Next, the structure of ensuring normality of in-
termediate processes to be executed by each module
will be described.
[0069] As shown in Fig. 11, since the modules 11 and
12 can perform the same operation in synchronization
with the clock 2, the modules 11 and 12 can detect a
malfunction caused by failures at an earlier stage,
through comparison check by a comparator circuit 5
shown in Fig. 18. The comparator circuit 5 compares
signals on data buses 127 and 137 for transfer of data
of the modules 11 and 12, on address buses 126 and
138 for transfer of address signals, and on control buses
129 and 139 for transfer of control signals. In this case,
the error detection rate can be improved if a self-check-
ing comparator is used as the comparator circuit 5, be-
cause missing a detection of a malfunction to be caused
by a failure of the comparator itself can be avoided. The
self-checking comparator is described in JP-A-8-17158
already filed by the present inventors. The error detec-
tion rate can be improved further if the modules 11 and
12 are synchronously operated with a half clock being
shifted therebetween, because of a smaller probability
of generation of the same error, as described in JP-A-
8-171581 already filed by the present inventors. Com-
parison check of signals on the buses inside of the mod-
ules 11 to In shown in Fig. 17 are also applicable to each
structure shown in Figs. 2 to 10, not limiting only to the
structure shown in Fig. 11. The comparator circuit 5
shown in Fig. 17 has a structure similar to the compa-
rator circuit 140 shown in Fig. 1.
[0070] Fig. 19 shows another structure obtained by
improving the structure shown in Fig. 18 in which an out-
put 33 of the comparator circuit 5 in addition to the out-
puts 31 and 32 of the modules 11 and 12 are input to
the AND circuit 42. This structure is similar to the struc-
ture that the final output circuit 150 of the information
processing unit 110 shown in Fig. 1 is replaced by the
AND circuit 42. With this structure, the AND circuit 42
delivers an output 3 only when the outputs 31 and 32 of
the modules 11 and 12 are delivered and signals on data
buses 127 and 137, on address buses 128 and 138, and

on control buses 129 and 139 are coincident with each
other. In other words, the output 3 is delivered not only
when the outputs 31 and 32 of the modules 11 and 12
are delivered but also when the intermediate process
results up to the final output become coincident with
each other. In this manner, safety and fail safe can be
improved because the comparison check of the outputs
is performed at multiple stages, and errors can be de-
tected at earlier stage because incoincidence during in-
termediate processes can be detected.
[0071] If the circuit made of flip-flops such as shown
in Fig. 20 is used as the AND circuit, it is possible to
realize fail safe of the AND circuit itself.
[0072] Next, the structure capable of improving fail
safe will be described.
[0073] Fig. 21 shows a structure which can eliminate
a fail-out failure mode of a fail safe AND circuit. In this
example, a signal having a frequency f3 higher than the
highest operating frequency fc of a filter circuit at the last
stage of the fail safe AND circuit is input to a clock ter-
minal of a flip-flop FF1 at the last stage of flip-flops con-
stituting the fail safe AND circuit.
[0074] As shown in Fig. 22, in a normal state, this cir-
cuit delivers an alternating signal as an output 3 only
when all the alternate signals f1, f2 and f3 are input. This
operation is the same as a general fail safe AND circuit.
[0075] A unique fail-out failure mode of the fail safe
AND circuit is a mode in which a clock input of a flip-flop
itself is output as a Q output. If such a failure mode oc-
curs at the last stage flip-flop, an alternating signal is
delivered as the output 3 as shown in Fig. 23 if an alter-
nating signal is input to the last stage flip-flop, irrespec-
tive of the states of other inputs. In this case, the fre-
quency of the output 3 is f3 which is higher than the high-
est operating frequency fc of the filter circuit 7 at the last
stage of the fail safe AND circuit. Therefore, as shown
in Fig. 24, since the filter circuit 7 cannot operates at a
frequency higher than the highest operating frequency
fc, any output is delivered from an output terminal 30 of
the filter circuit 7. Accordingly, even if a failure occurs in
which a clock input itself of the last stage flip-flop is de-
livered as the Q output, a danger side output will not be
erroneously delivered so that fail safe is ensured.
[0076] Fig. 25 illustrates the outputs 3 obtained when
a failure occurs and a CLK input itself of each flip-flop
constituting the fail safe AND circuit is output as the Q
output, and illustrates corresponding countermeasures
for stopping the outputs 3. As seen from Fig. 25, a failure
can be detected by monitoring the output 3. With the
structure shown in Fig. 11, a test pattern can be input
efficiently so that latency of a failure can be avoided.
The number of countermeasures for stopping the output
3 during a failure decreases more at the later stage flip-
flop in the order of FF1, FF2 and FF3. At the last stage
FF3 in particular, in a structure other than this structure,
there is no countermeasure for stopping the output 3
during a failure, except that the f3 input is stopped.
Namely, without this structure, if a failure occurs in which
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f3 is continuously output from a flip-flop other than FF3
by some reasons, the output 3 is delivered continuously.
Accordingly, because of a failure of FF3 and a failure of
an fs generating circuit, i.e., because of a double-failure,
the system delivers a danger side output and becomes
fail-out. In contrast, in the case of FF1 and FF2, fail-out
occurs only when a quadruple-failure or triple-failure oc-
curs. In a system whose fail-out may affect people's
lives, it is essential to ensure strict safety and avoid fail-
out even under a multiple-failure. With this structure, an
output can be stopped and fail-out can be avoided even
under a double-failure which has heretofore resulted in
fail-out.
[0077] Fig. 26 shows a structure capable of prevent-
ing adverse effects of a failure mode in which clock in-
puts of all flip-flops of the fail safe AND circuit are deliv-
ered from Q outputs. With this structure, all input fre-
quencies f1, f2 and f3 of the clock terminal of flip-flops
constituting the fail safe AND circuit are set higher than
the highest operating frequency fc of the filter circuit 7
at the last stage of the fail safe AND circuit. With this
structure, even if a failure mode occurs in which one of
the flip-flops constituting the fail safe AND circuit deliv-
ers its clock input as the Q output, no output 30 is deliv-
ered because the output 3 has a frequency higher than
the highest operating frequency fc of the last stage filer
circuit 7 and the filter circuit 7 cannot operate. With this
structure, therefore, it is possible to eliminate the ad-
verse effects of a failure mode in which the clock inputs
of all flip-flops constituting the fail safe AND circuit are
delivered as the Q outputs.
[0078] If all the input frequencies f1, f2 and f3 are con-
siderably higher than the highest operating frequency of
the filter circuit 7, an output of the fail safe AND circuit
even under a normal operation without any failure has
a frequency higher than the highest operating frequency
fc. In this connection, if f1 and f2 are set, for example,
fc < f1 < 2fc and fc < f2 < 2fc, then outputs in the orders
of f1/2 and f2/2 can be obtained as illustrated in Fig. 22
and the output 3 under a normal operation has a fre-
quency lower than the highest operating frequency fc of
the filter circuit 7 and the output 3 under an abnormal
operation has a frequency higher than the highest op-
erating frequency fc of the filter circuit, as shown in Fig.
27. With this structure, therefore, the adverse effects of
a failure mode in which clock inputs of all flip-flops con-
stituting the fail safe AND circuit are delivered as Q out-
puts, can be eliminated.
[0079] As described above, with the structure shown
in Fig. 26, if the filter circuit 7 at the last stage of the fail
safe AND circuit has the attenuation characteristics
sharp in the high frequency band, it is possible to elim-
inate the adverse effects of a failure mode in which clock
inputs of all flip-flops constituting the fail safe AND circuit
are delivered as Q outputs. In contrast, with the structure
shown in Fig. 20, although it is possible to eliminate the
adverse effects of a failure mode in which clock inputs
of all flip-flops constituting the fail safe AND circuit are

delivered as Q outputs, it is not necessary for the filter
circuit 7 at the last stage of the fail safe AND circuit to
have the attenuation characteristics sharp in the high
frequency and alto it is not necessary to use the filter
circuit because the fail safe AND circuit can be realized
by using the frequency characteristics of general cir-
cuits.
[0080] In realizing the operations illustrated with Figs.
21 to 27, a frequency higher than the highest operating
frequency fc of the filter circuit 7 becomes necessary. A
signal of such a high frequency may be generated in the
following manner.

(a) Using an existence notice signal of each redun-
dant module.
(b) Using a clock signal.
(c) Using a self-checking comparator disclosed in
JP-A-7-234801.

[0081] Of these, a method (c) will be described.
[0082] A three-input fail safe AND circuit has been de-
scribed for the structures shown in Figs. 21 to 27 for the
simplicity purpose. It is obvious that a general N-input
fail safe AND circuit may be used.
[0083] Fig. 28 shows another structure capable of
providing a fail safe system ensuring normality of inter-
mediate processes and eliminating the fail-out failure
mode of a fail safe AND circuit by using synergistic ef-
fects. This structure is basically the same as the struc-
ture shown in Fig. 19. In the structure shown in Fig. 28,
a self-checking comparator circuit 5' is used instead of
a general comparator circuit, and a fail safe AND circuit
is used instead of a general AND circuit. This fail safe
AND circuit is made of flip-flops shown in Fig. 29, the
flip-flop FF3 at the last stage is input with an output 33
of the self-checking comparator circuit 5', and an output
of the fail safe AND circuit is supplied to an output driver
circuit 30 which delivers an output 30.
[0084] This structure realizes fail safe by delivering an
alternating signal as the output 3 only when all the out-
puts 31, 32 and 33 deliver an alternating signal.
[0085] In order to realize this structure, the self-check-
ing comparator circuit 5' is also required to deliver an
alternating signal as the output 33 when signals on data
buses 127 and 137, on address buses 128 and 138 and
on control buses 129 and 139 of the modules 11 and 12
are coincident. As already described, the self-checking
comparator circuit described in JP-8-17158 filed by the
present inventors satisfies the above conditions be-
cause it delivers an alternating signal as the output 33
only when signals to be compared are coincident with
each other and the comparator circuit itself is in a normal
state.
[0086] Consider now the frequency relationship of in-
puts and an output of the fail safe AND circuit in a normal
state. Since the output 33 of the self-checking compa-
rator circuit 5' inverts at each bus cycle, it has the fre-
quency same as the bus cycle (generally about several
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MHz to several hundreds MHz). The outputs 31 and 32
of the modules 11 and 12 invert upon an access to the
output interfaces 21 to 2n by software so that they are
considerably lower (about several hundreds Hz to sev-
eral kHz) than the output 33 of the self-checking com-
parator circuit 5. The output of the fail safe AND circuit
inverts after all the output 33 of the self-checking com-
parator circuit 5 and the outputs 31 and 32 of the mod-
ules 11 and 12 cyclically rise. Therefore, the output of
the fail safe AND circuit has a half of the frequency of
the outputs 31 and 32 of the modules 11 and 12. As
shown in Fig. 30, the highest operating frequency fc of
the output driver circuit 71 connected with the output of
the fail safe AND circuit is generally about 100 Hz to
several kHz if it is assembled by using general power
elements.
[0087] Consider next an occurrence of a failure of the
above-described mode. Upon occurrence of a failure,
the output 33 itself of the self-checking comparator cir-
cuit 5 is delivered as the output 3 of the fail safe AND
circuit. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 30, the output 30 of
the fail safe AND circuit is greatly apart from the band-
width of the output driver circuit 71. Even if a failure of
the fail-out mode occurs, fail safe can be ensured be-
cause no signal appears as the output 30.
[0088] Next, the input interface unit 170 shown in Fig.
1 will be described.
[0089] Fig. 31 shows the fundamental structure of the
input interface unit 170. The function of the input inter-
face unit is to detect an open/close of an input switch
(contact) 3101 such as a relay and other types of switch-
es. A power supply voltage is applied via the input switch
3101 and a switching element 3102 to a sampling circuit
3104. Since the input impedance of the sampling circuit
is generally large, most of the current i flowing through
the input switch 3101 and switching element 3102 flows
through a terminating resistor 3103. In other words, the
value of the terminating resistor 3103 determines the
current i flowing through the input switch 3101 and
switching element 3102. The sampling circuit 3104 sam-
ples an applied voltage in response to a sampling con-
trol signal 3105 to detect an open/close of the input
switch 3101. If the input switch 3101 is closed (on-state),
the power supply voltage is applied to the input of the
sampling circuit 3104 and an H level is output as a sam-
pled value 3106. IF the input switch 3101 is opened (off-
state), the power supply voltage is not applied to the in-
put of the sampling circuit 3104 and an L level is output
as the sampled value 3106. The switching element 3102
opens and closes in response to the sampling control
signal 3105. It is closed (turned on) when the sampling
control signal 3105 is received, and opened (turned off)
when the sampling control signal 3105 is not received.
Namely, the switching element 3102 is closed (turned
on) only at an instance when the sampling circuit 4 per-
forms a sampling operation to flow current, and during
the other period it is opened (turned off) not to flow cur-
rent. With this structure, power consumption of the ter-

minating resistor 3103 can be reduced.
[0090] The switching element 3102 may be connect-
ed at A, B, C or D point shown in Fig. 31 with the same
advantageous effects as above. The switching element
3102 may be a relay, a semiconductor relay, or a semi-
conductor element such as a transistor.
[0091] Fig. 32 shows the structure of the sampling cir-
cuit 3104. As shown, the sampling circuit 3104 is con-
stituted of a latch made of a D-flip-flop. Although not
shown in this structure, in order to provide a high resist-
ance to noises, the sampling circuit may be electrically
isolated by connecting photocouplers to the input side
of the D-flip-flop.
[0092] Fig. 33 shows the structure taking a delay of
the switching element 3102 into consideration. Because
of a delay of the switching element 3102, it takes a time
for the switching element 3102 to close after the sam-
pling control signal 3105 turns on. A delay element 3112
is therefore provided to delay the sampling control signal
3105 by the delay time of the delay element 3112, and
the delayed sampling control signal 3105' is supplied to
the sampling circuit 3104.
[0093] Fig. 35 shows another structure in which an in-
formation processing unit 3111 generates the sampling
control signal 3105 and the delayed sampling control
signal 3105'. In accordance with the sequence shown
in Fig. 36, the information processing unit 3111 gener-
ates the sampling control signal 3105 and the delayed
sampling control signal 3105'. First at Step 3601 the
sampling control signal 3105 is turned on to close the
switching element 3102. At Step 3602, a stand-by state
continues for the delay time of the switching element
3102. At Step 3603 the sampling control signal 3105' is
turned on to sample the power supply voltage. The sam-
pling control signal 3105' may be turned off immediately
after the sampling operation after it was turned on. At
Step 3604 the sampling control signal 3105 is turned off
immediately after the sampling operation to open the
switching element 3102 and stop the current i to thereby
reduce power consumption by the terminating resistor
3103. Fig. 37 shows a change in the current i during the
above Steps while the input switch 3101 is closed. Fig.
38 shows a change in the current while the input switch
3101 is opened.
[0094] With this structure, the current i flows only dur-
ing a very short time in a control frame as shown in Fig.
39, so that power consumption by the terminating resis-
tor 3103 can be reduced considerably. For example, as-
suming that the control frame is 10 ms, the flow time of
the current i is 0.1 ms, and the sampling is performed
once per one frame, then the duty cycle of a flow of the
current i is 1 %. The power consumption by the termi-
nating resistor 3103 is therefore reduced by 1/100. It is
therefore possible to use a resistor having a small power
capacity as the terminating resistor 3103, to thus make
the system compact. Since heat generation in the sys-
tem becomes small, spaces for ventilation holes or the
like for heat dissipation are not necessary and the sys-
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tem can be made more compact.
[0095] Fig. 40 illustrates another structure in which fail
safe is realized by using an alternating signal to detect
a stuck-at failure of the input interface unit. In this struc-
ture, a sampling operation is performed not only during
the on-state of the switching element but also during the
off-state. If the sampled value 3106 is H while the switch-
ing element 3102 is closed and if the sampled value
3106 is L while it is opened, then it is recognized that
the input switch 3101 was closed. If the sampled value
3106 is L while the switching element 3102 is closed
and if the sampled value 3106 is L while it is opened,
then it is recognized that the input switch 3101 was
opened. If the sampled value 3106 is H while the switch-
ing element 3102 is closed and if the sampled value
3106 is H while it is opened, then it is recognized that a
stuck-at-1 failure of the input interface circuit occurred.
First at Step 4000 a sampling operation is performed
while the switching element is open. At Step 4001, the
sampling control signal 3105 is turned on to close the
switching element 3102. At Step 4002 a stand-by state
continues for the delay time of the switching element
3102. At Step 4003 the sampling control signal 3105' is
turned on to perform a sampling operation. The sam-
pling control signal 3105' may be turned off immediately
after the sampling operation after it was turned on. At
Step 4004 the sampling control signal 3105 is turned off
immediately after the sampling operation to open the
switching element 3102 and stop the current i to thereby
reduce power consumption by the terminating resistor
3103. Fig. 41 shows a change in the current i during the
above Steps while the input switch 3101 is closed.
[0096] With this structure, the current i flows only dur-
ing a very short time in a control frame as shown in Fig.
42, so that power consumption by the terminating resis-
tor 3103 can be reduced considerably.
[0097] In the above structures, one input switch is
used. In a practical control system, as shown in Fig. 43,
a plurality of input switches 3101 are used. In this case,
if the switching elements 3102 are provided as many as
the number of input switches, the effects of making the
control system compact and cost effective through re-
duction in power consumption are lowered. In this con-
nection, as shown in Figs. 44 and 45, a single switching
element 3102 is connected to a common line of the plu-
rality of input switches 3101 to retain the effects of mak-
ing the control system compact and cost effective.
[0098] Next, the user interface unit 180 shown in Fig.
1 will be described.
[0099] Fig. 47 shows the structure of the user inter-
face unit. A momentary switch 4701 is of a normally
open type that contacts are closed when the switch is
depressed and opened when it is released. When the
momentary switch 4701 is released, a Low level is ap-
plied to an input line 4711 to the switch information
processing unit 182, whereas when the momentary
switch 4701 is depressed, a High level is applied. There-
fore, the switch information processing unit 182 can de-

tect the status of the momentary switch 4701 from the
level of the input line 4711. The switch information
processing unit 182 has a switch interface circuit 4714,
a switch interface function 4710, and a main system
processing function 4713 which is the main object of the
switch information processing unit 182. The switch in-
formation processing unit 182 delivers an output to an
output line 4715. The switch interface circuit 4714 is
practically realized by hardware, whereas the switch in-
terface function 4710 and main system processing func-
tion 4713 are realized by software. The switch interface
function 4710 checks the input of the input line 4711 and
outputs a signal indicating whether the momentary
switch 4701 is depressed or not, to an output line 4717.
The main system processing function 4723 checks an
output on the output line 4712 supplied from the switch
interface function 4710 and performs the process which
is the main object of the switch information processing
unit 182.
[0100] As shown in Fig. 47, the output line 4712 of the
switch interface function 4710 is connected to a display
unit 4716 to turn on it by an output on the output line
4712. It is therefore possible to notify an operator of
whether the switch interface function 4710 has recog-
nized that the momentary switch 4701 was depressed.
[0101] Fig. 46 shows the fundamental structure of the
switch interface function 4710.
[0102] "RELEASE" and "DEPRESS" indicate the sta-
tus of the momentary switch 4701. As shown, the switch
interface function 4710 recognizes that the momentary
switch was depressed only when the input on the input
line 4711 sequentially changes in the order of:

(1) a released status of the momentary switch,
(2) a depressed status of the momentary switch,
and
(3) a released status of the momentary switch,

and delivers an output to the output line 4712.
[0103] Fig. 48 shows the status transition of the switch
interface function 4710 realizing the above function. Im-
mediately after initialization upon turn-on of a power
supply or the like, the switch interface function 4710
takes a start status S0. Depending upon the signal level
on the input line 4711, the function 4710 takes either a
depression wait status S1 or a release wait status S4.
The depression wait status S1 is the origin of operation
of the switch interface function 4710. If the momentary
switch 4701 is in a depressed status immediately after
initialization, the function 4710 takes the release wait
status S4 and then takes the depression wait status S1
after the momentary switch 4701 is released. If the mo-
mentary switch 4701 is depressed while the switch in-
terface function 4710 takes the depression wait status
S1, the status transitions to the release wait status S2.
Next, if the momentary switch 4701 is released during
the release wait status S2, the function 4710 takes the
depression recognized status S3 to turn on the output
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line 4712 (depression recognized) and returns to the de-
pression wait status S1. In the above status transition
of the switch interface function 4710, only when the sta-
tus of the momentary switch 4701 transitions in the order
of the status (1), status (2) and status (3), the switch
interface function 4710 recognizes that the momentary
switch 4701 was depressed.
[0104] If a stuck-at-1 failure of the switch interface cir-
cuit 4714 of the momentary switch 4701 occurs or if con-
tacts of the momentary switch 4701 were melted and
closed, the status (2) shown in Fig. 49 continues and
the status transition from the status (1) to the status (2)
and to the status (3) does not occur. It is not recognized
therefore that the momentary switch 4701 was de-
pressed by a failure.
[0105] Fig. 50 shows the structure in which a toggle
function is added to the switch interface function 4710.
Namely, each time the status transitions occur in the or-
der of the status (1), status (2) and status (3), the output
line 4712 is turned on and off. Therefore, a toggle func-
tion can be realized which repeats turning on and off the
output line 4712 each time the momentary switch 4701
is depressed.
[0106] Fig. 51 illustrates a countermeasure for elimi-
nating chattering effects added to the switch interface
function 4710. In the examples shown in Figs. 47 and
48, each time the momentary switch 4701 repeats turn-
ing on and off the output line, it is recognized because
of chattering of the momentary switch 4701 that the sta-
tus transitioned in the order from the status (1) to the
status (2) and to the status (3). In this example, if the
status (1) to status (3) continue for a predetermined time
T1 or longer and if the status transitions in the order of
status (1), status (2) and status (3), then the switch in-
terface function 4710 recognizes that the momentary
switch 4701 was depressed.
[0107] Fig. 52 shows the status transition of the switch
interface function 4710 realizing the above function. Im-
mediately after initialization upon turn-on of a power
supply or the like, the switch interface function 4710
takes a start status S0 and then takes a continuous re-
lease wait status S4. After the momentary switch 4701
is released continuously for a predetermined time T1 or
longer, a continuous depression wait status S1 enters.
If the momentary switch 4701 is depressed continuously
for the predetermined time T1 or longer while the switch
interface function 4710 takes the continuous depression
wait status S1, the status transitions to the continuous
release wait status S2. Next, if the momentary switch
4701 is released continuously for the predetermined
time T1 or longer while the switch interface function
4710 takes the continuous release wait status S2, the
status transitions to a depression recognized status S3
to turn on the output line 4712 (depression recognized)
and returns to the depression wait status S1. In the
above status transition of the switch interface function
4710, only when the status of the momentary switch
4701 transitions in the order of the status (1), status (2)

and status (3), the switch interface function 4710 recog-
nizes that the momentary switch 4701 was depressed.
[0108] With the above structure, it is possible to pre-
vent an erroneous recognition of a depression of the mo-
mentary switch 1701 to be otherwise caused by chat-
tering. It is also possible to prevent an erroneous recog-
nition of a depression of the momentary switch 1701 to
be otherwise caused by inadvertent instant touch of the
momentary switch 1701.
[0109] Figs. 53 to 56 show the structures in which a
time-out function is added to the switch interface func-
tion 4710.
[0110] With the structure shown in Fig. 53, if the status
transition from the status (1), status (2) and status (3) is
not completed in a predetermined time T2, it is not rec-
ognized that the momentary switch 1701 was de-
pressed.
[0111] Fig. 54 shows the status transition of the switch
interface function 4710 realizing the above function.
This status transition is basically the same as that shown
in Fig. 51. If the momentary switch 4701 is not released
continuously for the predetermined time T1 or longer
within the predetermined time T2 during the continuous
release wait status S2, then a time-out occurs and the
status returns to the continuous release wait status S4.
[0112] With the structure shown in Fig. 55, if the status
transition from the status (1) to the status (2) and the
status transition from the status (2) to the status (3) are
not completed in predetermined times T2 and T3, it is
not recognized that the momentary switch 1701 was de-
pressed.
[0113] Fig. 56 shows the status transition of the switch
interface function 4710 realizing the above function.
This status transition is basically the same as that shown
in Fig. 51. If the momentary switch 4701 is not released
continuously for the predetermined time T1 or longer
within the predetermined time T3 during the continuous
release wait status S2, then a time-out occurs and the
status returns to the continuous release wait status S4.
If the momentary switch 4701 is not depressed contin-
uously for the predetermined time T1 or longer within
the predetermined time T2 during the continuous de-
pression wait status S1, then a time-out occurs and the
status returns to a continuous depression wait status S1'
and then to a continuous depression wait status S1 for
waiting a continuous depression during T1 or longer.
Namely, measuring the continuous depression time in
the continuous depression wait status S1 is cleared by
time-out. If an alarm is issued at the time-out, it becomes
possible to notify a failure near at the momentary switch
4701.
[0114] With the above-described structures shown in
Figs. 53 to 56, it is possible to prevent the recognition
of a depression of the momentary switch 4701 to be oth-
erwise caused by a stuck-at-1 failure which recovers af-
ter continuance for a predetermined time, and it is also
possible to detect the failure. A failure of continuous
chattering caused by contact defects of the momentary
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switch 4701 can also be detected.
[0115] The nearby structure of the momentary switch
4701 such as shown in Fig. 47 has been described. The
structures shown in Figs. 57 to 60 may also be used
while achieving the objects similar to the above.
[0116] The momentary switch 4701 shown in Fig. 57
is of a normally open type that contacts are closed when
the switch is depressed and opened when it is released.
An input line 4711 to the switch information processing
unit 182 is pulled up via a resistor R to a power source
Vcc and grounded via the momentary switch 4701. In
this example, when the momentary switch 4701 is re-
leased, a High level is applied to the input line 4711 to
the switch information processing unit 182, whereas
when the momentary switch 4701 is depressed, a Low
level is applied.
[0117] The momentary switch 4701 shown in Fig. 58
is of a normally close type that contacts are closed when
the switch is released and opened when it is depressed,
contrary to that shown in Fig. 47. Similar to the circuit
structure shown in Fig. 47, a signal on the input line 4711
to the switch information processing unit 182 is coupled
via the momentary switch 4701 to a power source Vcc.
In this example, when the momentary switch 4701 is re-
leased, a High level is applied to the input line 4711 to
the switch information processing unit 182, whereas
when the momentary switch 4701 is depressed, a Low
level is applied.
[0118] The momentary switch 4701 shown in Fig. 59
is of a normally close type that contacts are closed when
the switch is released and opened when it is depressed,
contrary to that shown in Fig. 47. Different from the cir-
cuit structure shown in Fig. 47, a signal on the input line
4711 to the switch information processing unit 182 is
pulled up via a resistor R to a power source Vcc and
grounded via the momentary switch 4701. In this exam-
ple, when the momentary switch 4701 is released, a Low
level is applied to the input line 4711 to the switch infor-
mation processing unit 182, whereas when the momen-
tary switch 4701 is depressed, a High level is applied.
[0119] In the momentary switch 4701 shown in Fig.
60, one of the normally close contacts which are opened
when the momentary switch 4701 is depressed and
closed when it is released, is connected to an S input of
an RS-flip-flop 4703, and one of the normally open con-
tacts which are opened when the momentary switch
4701 is released and closed when it is depressed, is
connected to an R input of the RS-flip-flop 4703. Others
of the normally close and open contacts are connected
together to a power source Vcc. In this example, when
the momentary switch 4701 is released, the RS-flip-flop
4703 is reset and a Low level is applied to the input line
4711 to the switch information processing unit 182,
whereas when the momentary switch 4701 is de-
pressed, the RS-flip-flop is set and a High level is ap-
plied.
[0120] Of these examples, the example shown in Fig.
59 can be applied to the structures already described.

However, in the case of the examples shown in Figs. 57
and 58, polarities are reversed as shown in Fig. 61. In
the case of the example shown in Fig. 60, chattering can
be absorbed by the RS-flip-flop 4703 so that a counter-
measure of chattering is not necessary.
[0121] A method of using a switch according to an em-
bodiment of the invention is illustrated in Fig. 62. In order
for the switch interface function 4710 of this invention to
recognize a switch depression, the release state shown
at the left of Fig. 62 continues for a predetermined time
T1 or longer, thereafter the momentary switch 4701 is
depressed for the predetermined time T1 or longer as
shown at the middle of Fig. 62, and then the momentary
switch 4701 is released as shown at the right of Fig. 62.
If a display unit 4716 is provided (in this case, this dis-
play unit is mounted inside of the momentary switch
4701), this display unit 4716 turns on when the switch
interface function 4710 recognizes a switch depression,
to thereby inform an operator of the switch depression.
If the status does not continue for the predetermined
time T1 or if the status does not transition within the time-
out times T2 and T3, the switch interface function 4710
does not recognize a switch depression so that the dis-
play unit 4716 does not turn on. In this case, the oper-
ations illustrated in Fig. 62 are performed again.
[0122] Fig. 63 shows an embodiment of the main sys-
tem processing function 4713. If it is judged that a dan-
ger side signal is required to be sent to the output line
4715 of the main system processing function 4713, a
danger side output is delivered (Step 6300) if it is judged
(Step 6300) that the momentary switch 4701 was de-
pressed, or if not, a safety side output is delivered (Step
6302). The danger side output is such an output which
is safe if it is output by a normal process and is danger-
ous if it is output by an abnormal process. The safety
side output is such an output which is safe even if it is
erroneously output. For example, in the field of train con-
trol, a braking output for stopping a train is the safety
side output, and an accelerating output for accelerating
a train is the danger side output.
[0123] The main system processing function 4713
may be provided with a braking function, defined as the
safety side, of driving a brake to stop a train and a ac-
celerating function, defined as the danger side, of ac-
celerating the train. In this case, an output of the switch
interface function 4710 of the momentary switch 4701
is supplied to the main system processing function
4713, and if it is judged that the momentary switch 4701
was depressed and the switch interface function 4710
of the momentary switch 4701 delivers an output, then
the accelerating process defined as the danger side is
performed, whereas if the switch interface function 4710
of the momentary switch 4701 does not deliver an out-
put, then the braking process defined as the safety side
is performed.
[0124] As above, the switch interface circuit 4714 and
switch interface function 4710 of the momentary switch
4701 of this invention can be applied easily to a fail safe
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system.
[0125] According to the present invention, a fail safe
system can be realized with a simple momentary switch
interface, the danger side output being avoided by all
means even upon occurrence of a failure of the momen-
tary switch or switch interface circuit.
[0126] Lastly, fabrication of the information process-
ing unit 110 shown in Fig. 1 on a single LSI will be de-
scribed.
[0127] Fig. 64 is a schematic diagram showing an in-
ner layout of a chip of the information processing unit
110 shown in Fig. 1. Reference numeral 6401 repre-
sents a p-type silicon substrate of a chip on which circuit
elements such as CPUs 6410a and 6410b and memo-
ries 6411a and 6411b are integrated. Reference numer-
als 6402a, 6402b and 6402 represent deep n-well layers
formed on the p-type silicon substrate 6401, the circuit
elements such as CPUs 6410a and 6410b and memo-
ries 6411a and 6411b being integrated in these deep n-
well layers. Reference numerals 6404a, 6404b and
6406, 6405a, 6405b and 6407 represent power supply
lines to the deep n-well layers and integrated circuits.
Reference numeral 6408 represents a supply line of a
bias voltage to be applied to the p-type silicon substrate
6401. CPUs 6419a and 6410b are know microprocessor
cores such as general CPUs. DRAMs 6410a and 6410b
are large capacity memories which may be so-called
DRAM macro cells, ferroelectric memory macro cells, or
other rewritable memories. ROMs 6412a and 6412b
store programs and data, and they are not necessary if
DRAMs 6410a and 6410b are made of ferroelectric
memories. Input/output units IOUs 6413a and 6413b
are circuits for data input/output via bus signal lines
6415a and 6415b to and from the outside of the chip.
Serial signal lines in addition to bus signals may be in-
cluded as well known by those skilled in the art. A bus
comparator circuit CMP 6414 compares data on bus sig-
nals 6437a and 6437b in the chip.
[0128] Circuit elements integrated in the deep n-well
layers 6420a and 6420b are disposed and wired in mir-
ror symmetry with respect to the deep n-well layer 6403,
to thereby make the wiring length to CMP 6403 equal to
facilitate timing designs. The bus signals 6437a and
6437b in the chip are wired near the deep n-well layer
6403 so that the number of intersections between sig-
nals to CMP 6403 and wiring patterns in each deep n-
well layer 6402 is reduced and wiring processes are
made efficient.
[0129] Fig. 65 is a cross sectional view of the chip
shown in Fig. 64 taken along line X-X'. According to this
invention, the deep n-well layers 6402a, 6402b and
6403 are independently formed on the p-type silicon
substrate 6401 to electrically separate CPUs, memories
and CMP integrated in the deep n-well layers 642a,
642b and 6403.
[0130] Fig. 66 is a functional block diagram of a multi-
microcontroller integrated on one chip.
[0131] This block diagram is roughly divided into an

A series module, a B series module and a common mod-
ule. Reference numerals 6410a, 6410b, 6411a, 6411b,
6412a, 6412b, 6413a and 6413b represent CPUs,
memories, ROMs and input/output units, as described
earlier. The bus comparator CMP 6414 monitors data
on the internal buses 6437a and 6437b, and when in-
coincidence is detected, an error signal 6603 is turned
on. Signals to be compared by CMP 6414 may include
control signals of each series in addition to so-called bus
signals. IDREGs 6431a and 6431b are registers used
for identifying the A or B series of CPUs by reading the
contents of the registers in accordance with a program.
For such identification, fixed data specific to the series
may be stored in IDREG when LSI is manufactured, or
data specific to the series may be supplied from external
pins of IDREGs shown in Fig. 66.
[0132] RESET 6432 is a reset signal generator circuit
for distributing a reset signal supplied from an external
reset pin 6602 to each series and other circuits, syn-
chronously with an internal clock of the microcontroller.
PLL 6433 is a clock signal generator circuit for distrib-
uting a clock signal supplied from an external clock pin
6600 to each series and other circuits, PLL having a
function of reducing clock skew in the chip by using PLL
(phase locked loop) techniques, and in addition a differ-
ential function of reducing an occurrence of the concur-
rent error to be caused by noises, by shifting a clock of
each series by a half cycle. INT 6434 is an interrupt sig-
nal generator circuit for distributing an interrupt signal
supplied from an external interrupt pin 6603 or an error
signal ERROR 6602 generated by the bus comparator
CMP 6414 to CPUs 6419a and 6410b of each series,
synchronously with the internal clock of the microcon-
troller.
[0133] AWTREG 6435 is a liaison register of the type
that data can be written only by CPU 6410a of the A
series and write data of CPU 6410b is neglected, al-
though data can be read by both CPUs 6410a and
6410b. BWTREG 6436 is a liaison register of the type
that data can be written only by CPU 6410b of the B
series and write data of CPU 6410a is neglected, al-
though data can be read by both CPUs 6410a and
6410b. Use of AWTREG 6435 and BWTREG 6436 al-
lows data specific to each series can be supplied to both
series. Reference numerals 6438a and 6438b represent
logical OR elements for supplying CPUs 6410a and
6410b with halt signals of respective series supplied
from external halt pins 6601a and 6601b.
[0134] Fig. 67 shows the internal structure of CMP
6414. Registers 6442a and 6442b store temporarily da-
ta on the internal buses 6437a and 6437b. Address de-
coders DECs 6443a and 6443b are used for the access
of data set to control registers 6444a and 6444b of CMP
6414. As data is set to the control registers, bus com-
parison is made valid. However, any one of the control
registers is cleared, the bus comparison becomes
invalid and even if incoincidence is detected, the error
signal 6603 does not turn on. Set/reset of the control
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registers may be performed explicitly by designating an
address of the register and may be automatically per-
formed when a specific address (e.g., a liaison register
address) is output to the internal bus. The control reg-
isters 6444a and 6444b are cleared when a reset signal
is supplied from RESET 6432 or when a comparator
6441 detects incoincidence. Reference numeral 6445
represents a logical AND element. A selector SEL 6447
selects a register 6448 side through designation by a
signal line 6446 if PLL 6433 performs the differential
function, and selects the other side if PLL 6433 does not
perform the differential function.
[0135] Next, the main operations of the multi-micro-
controller shown in Fig. 66 will be described.

(1) Setup Operation
When a reset signal is supplied from an exter-

nal circuit to RESET 6602, CPU and all other cir-
cuits are initialized. Since the reset signal is gener-
ally an asynchronous signal, CPUs of both series
may be reset at different timings. To avoid this, the
reset signal is synchronized with the internal clock
by RESET 6432 and distributed to the inside of the
chip. Upon reception of the reset signal, the bus
comparison by CMP 6414 becomes invalid. Under
the conditions of no bus comparison, CPUs of both
series clear the memories and set initial values of
unrepresented registers and the like. After initiali-
zation is completed normally, the bus comparison
is made valid to enter a duplicated state.
(2) Normal Operation

Generally, both the A and B series store the
same programs in the chip, and these programs are
executed at perfectly the same timings. Data trans-
fers via the internal buses 6437a and 6437b are
compared by the bus comparator 6414 in the unit
of bus cycle. If there is no incoincidence, the ER-
ROR signal 6603 does not turn on. In order not to
generate incoincidence of an input/output operation
relative to unrepresented external circuits, it is nec-
essary to provide external circuits which input or
output perfectly the same data at perfectly the same
timings.

Since the interrupt signal 6603 is generally an
asynchronous signal, CPUs of both series may be
reset at different timings. To avoid this, the interrupt
signal is synchronized with the internal clock by INT
6434 and supplied to CPUs.
(3) Operation at Bus Comparison Error

If data on the internal buses 6437a and 6437b
becomes incoincident by some reasons such as el-
ement deterioration and DRAM operation noises,
CMP 6414 turns on the ERROR signal 6603. When
the ERROR signal 6603 turns on, an error interrupt
signal is generated by INT 6434 and supplied to
CPUs 6410a and 6410b. CPUs then start a prede-
termined error process. Upon generation of the ER-
ROR signal 6603, IOUs 6415a and 6415b stop their

output operations and notify the external circuits of
an error.
(4) Single Series Operation Mode

If duplication is not necessary or programs are
to be developed, a single series operation is de-
sired. An optional series can be set to a halt state
and a single series operation can be realized, by
turning on a corresponding one of HALTs 6601a and
6601b from the external circuit.
(5) Method of Improving Resistance to Noises

Correlation of noises entering from power
source lines can be reduced by using highly inde-
pendent power sources for the deep n-well layer of
each series and the deep n-well layer of the bus
comparator CMP 6414. In this manner, concurrent
errors can be reduced so that errors not detected
by CMP 6414 can be reduced and the reliability of
the controller can be improved.

[0136] Next, another example of the multi-microcon-
troller will be described with reference to drawings.
[0137] Fig. 68 is a schematic diagram showing an in-
ner layout of a chip of another multi-microcontroller em-
bodying the present invention. Each constituent ele-
ment and the X-X' cross section of the chip are the same
as the first example described previously. In this second
example, an input/output unit IOU 5413 is integrated on
the common deep n-well layer to suppress an increase
of input/output pins. Circuits integrated on the deep n-
well layers 6402a and 6402b are disposed and wired in
point symmetry relative to the center of the deep n-well
layer 6403, so that spatial correlation can be reduced.
In this manner, concurrent errors can be reduced so that
errors not detected by CMP 6414 can be reduced and
the reliability of the controller can be improved further.
The bus signal lines 6437a and 6437b in the chip are
wired near at the deep n-well layer 6403 to shift the lead
points of the bus signals lines to CMP 6414, so that the
number of intersections between signals to CMP 6403
and connection lines in each deep n-well layer 6402a,
6402b can be reduced and a wiring process can be
made efficient.
[0138] Fig. 69 is a functional block diagram of the mul-
ti-microcontroller integrated on a single chip.
[0139] Each constituent element is the same as the
first example. The input/output unit IOU 6413 for data
transfer to and from an external circuit selects one of the
outputs from the A and B series for data write by CPUs,
or a logical sum or product of the outputs is supplied to
the external bus 6415. For data read by CPUs, data on
the external bus 6415 is supplied at the same time to
the internal buses 6437a and 6437b. ADC 6434 is an
analog/digital converter. An analog/digital converter
generally has quantization errors. If analog/digital con-
verters are integrated separately, the bus comparator
CMP 6414 may erroneously detect an error. Therefore,
the analog/digital converter is integrated on the common
deep n-well layer so that the same data can be supplied
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to the internal bus 6437.
[0140] The operation of the second example is the
same as the first example.

Claims

1. An information processing system (100) having a
plurality of modules (120, 130) for synchronously
executing the same instruction, comprising:

a comparator (140) for comparing internal sig-
nals of said plurality of modules, and delivering
an output signal representative of truth if there
is a coincidence between the internal signals of
said plurality of modules and an output signal
representative of false if there is no coinci-
dence; and
a logical AND circuit (42) for receiving an output
signal from said comparator and outputs from
said plurality of modules,

wherein an output of said logical AND circuit
is used as an output of the system.

2. The system of claim 2, wherein said internal signals
are signals on address buses, on data buses, or on
control buses, respectively output from processors
of said plurality of modules.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein:

said comparator (140) outputs an alternating
signal as an output signal representative of
truth; and
said logical AND circuit (43) is a logical AND
circuit of alternating logic, the logical AND cir-
cuit delivering an alternating signal only when
the alternating signal is input to all input termi-
nals.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein:

said logical AND circuit (43) includes a plurality
of D-flip-flops (FF1, FF2, FF3);
a Q output terminal or an inverted Q output ter-
minal of each D-flip-flop is connected to a D in-
put terminal of the next stage D-flop-flop;
a Q output terminal or an inverted Q output ter-
minal of the last stage D-flip-flop is an output
terminal of said logical AND circuit;
the inverted Q output terminal or the Q output
terminal of the last stage D-flip-flop is connect-
ed to a D input terminal of the first stage D-flip-
flop; and
an input to said logical AND circuit is connected
to a clock input terminal of each D-flip-flop.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein:

an output of said comparator (140) is connect-
ed to the clock input terminal of the last stage
D-flip-flop of said logical AND circuit (42); and
the frequency of an alternating signal from said
comparator is set higher than the highest oper-
ating frequency of a circuit connected to the
output side of said logical AND circuit.

6. An information processing system (100) having a
plurality of modules (120, 130), comprising:

a logical AND circuit (42) supplied with outputs
from said plurality of modules, an output of said
logical AND circuit being an output of the sys-
tem, wherein:

said logical AND circuit includes a plurality
of D-flip-flops (FF1, FF2, FF3);
a Q output terminal or an inverted Q output
terminal of each D-flip-flop is connected to
a D input terminal of the next stage D-flop-
flop;
a Q output terminal or an inverted Q output
terminal of the last stage D-flip-flop is an
output terminal of said logical AND circuit;
the inverted Q output terminal or the Q out-
put terminal of the last stage D-flip-flop is
connected to a D input terminal of the first
stage D-flip-flop;
an input to said logical AND circuit is con-
nected to a clock input terminal of each D-
flip-flop; and
an alternating signal having a frequency
higher than the highest operating frequen-
cy of a circuit (7) connected to the output
side of said logical AND circuit is applied to
the clock input terminal of the last stage D-
flop-flop, or of each D-flop-flop, of said log-
ical AND circuit.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein of the alternating
signal applied to the clock input terminal of each D-
flip-flop of said logical AND circuit, the frequency of
the alternating signal input to D-flip-flops other than
the last stage D-flip-flop is set lower by a twofold of
the highest operating frequency of the circuit con-
nected to the output side of said logical AND circuit.
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